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The Sheriff’s Department
The unique role of the Sheriff is both a political 
and a legal office. When the legislature divided 
California into 58 counties between 1850 and 
1907, it drew boundaries that generally followed 
human settlement patterns and the state’s natural 
landscape. The population of the state was
initially attracted to the cities and towns due to 
commerce and then spread to the outlying areas 
to develop agriculture and ranching. With the 
population growth came the need for law 
enforcement. 

The Sheriff’s accountability has grown to include 
general law enforcement in the unincorporated 
areas, both patrol and criminal investigation; as 
well as civil processing, maintenance of jail 
facilities, prisoner care and transport, court 
protection, as well as coroner and public 
administrator duties. Often the Sheriff is tasked 
with providing dispatching services, CLETS and 
E911 to municipal police departments, and 
regional services such as bomb technicians, 
Search and Rescue, and SWAT teams. The Sheriff 
often contracts police services to cities in a 
collaborative effort to provide professional law 
enforcement  services at a reduced cost.

Single Input of Data
Documenting incidents fully and efficiently is a 
requirement of all law enforcement agencies. 
Time and effort can be saved by automating the 
Records Management System (RMS). TracNet™ 
provides an agency-wide system that processes 
the entire life span of a document. This makes it 
possible for all information, records, documents,
or files that are related to a single subject or case,
to be effectively stored, retrieved, retained, 
archived viewed and analyzed. Records related to 
the department’s responsibility include crime 
reports, criminal records, jail, property, and crime 
analysis. 

TracNet™ requires one source of data input to 
populate multiple relational databases, and 
enables an agency to deal with its records in a 
simple, useful environment. It also provides the 
ability to generate crime statistics for MACR and
UCR reporting.

Reduce the Costs of Records Management
TracNet™ integrates all departmental record 
functions to reduce duplication of entry, thereby 
improving the accuracy and utility of information, 

minimizing data handling, and developing
consistent chain of reporting and analysis.

Affordable Incident Reporting
Looking for an affordable answer to your incident 
reporting problems? TracNet™ provides you with 
all the essentials for accurate and dependable 
incident reporting in a user-friendly intuitive
format. TracNet™ is designed for law 
enforcement by law enforcement. We specialize in 
providing comprehensive, integrated, public safety 
automation solutions on the leading edge of 
technology.

Four Integrated TracNet™ Modules:
 CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) with GEO

address verification, CLETS integration, and 
E911 integration. 

 RMS (Records Management System) with
criminal and non-criminal reporting, FI, 
licensing (guns, parking, bicycles, etc.), 
citation management, fees, bar coding of 
property and evidence, integrated photo 
imaging (images with crime cases), Coroner
reports, multi-jurisdictional data sharing.

 JMS (Jail Management System) includes
booking module with booking image and 
tattoo tracking, visitor records, prisoner 
accountability, incident reporting, automatic 
California Drivers License reading, Automated 
MACR and UCR Reporting, Livescan
fingerprint integration.

 Mobile (Mobile Field Reporting) with
automatic upload to RMS, wanted flyer 
creation, crime mapping, and more…

Information Where and When It’s Needed
The TracNet™ Records Management System 

searches through 
massive quantities of 
information to 
provide officers in the 
field with the 
information they 
need (and only the 
information they 
need) displayed in a 

meaningful format. The process of entering 
information and making inquiries are integrated, 
so that the process of storing and retrieving 
information about all previous contacts with 
people, vehicles, locations, or property is fast and 
easy, with no wasted time and effort.
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“TracNet’s goal 
is to provide 
California Law 
Enforcement 
with successful, 
effective, and 
affordable 
automation 
solutions and 
service”

Simplicity is important
In today’s world, crime analysis and
information delivery—to the right people at 
the right time—play a critical role in 
maintaining calm and order. Law 
enforcement agencies at all levels must 
have mechanisms for securely sharing and
protecting critical information, ensuring
legislative compliance, and meeting the 
needs of a real-world environment through 
industry-proven tools. By aligning IT
resources with agency objectives, you can 
improve resource deployment, simplify
systems management, and straightforwardly
administer technology. To that end, 
TracNet™ software has been serving 
California law enforcement with CAD, 
Records Management, Jail Management, 
and Mobile modules suite since 1986
through its integrated software.

Client Server
TracNet™ systems use powerful,
reliable client/server technology. 
Client PCs and laptops use the 
familiar and easy-to-use Microsoft 
Windows™ user interface. Servers
are based on a powerful, IBM 64-
bit, scaleable industrial server 
selected for its reliability, speed, 
power, and security.

CAD - Computer Aided Dispatch
 GEO File Support
 E911 Interface
 Integrated Mapping support
 CLETS Interface
 Command Line Support
 Simple drag and drop interface
 Integrated to the RMS

JMS - Jail Management Systems
 Booking Photos\Marks\Scars\Tattoos
 Visitation Tracking
 Security Classification
 Inmate Movement tracking
 Sentencing and DSS Interface
 Livescan interface
 Multiple facility management
 CDL/ID Mag-strip swipe entry
 Auto prompt for violations
 SSA Interface\VINES Interface
 Automated DOJ E-CARS MACR support

RMS - Records Management
Modules Included
 Crime Case
 DUI
 Traffic collision CHP 555\556
 Booking with Tattoo tracking
 Citation 
 Parking Citation
 Multiple FI entry
 Business Responsible
 Pawned Property
 Licensing of bikes\guns\taxis\vehicles
 Want Warrant
 Gang tracking \ Career Criminal
 Known Offender
 Probation Parolee
 Registrant

Crime Cases include:
 Case Solvability

 Case management
 Bar Coded Property
 Crime analysis
 Crime Mapping
 Line Ups
 Case to Court Tracking
 293 PC compliant printing
 964(b)PC compliant printing
 Notify of images at printing
 Notify unapproved case 

printing

Most Modules Also Include:
 Integrated Images

 Audio Attachment
 Scanned Documents
 Fee Tracking
 False alarm billing module
 Case approval holds 
 Numerous data analysis reports

Mobile solutions for RMS & CAD
 RMS entry, inquiry
 CLETS Interface
 Integrated Mapping support

Ease of use with 
 Automatic CDL/ID reading
 Livescan integration
 City street tables
 Auto-fill crime validation table
 Multi-jurisdictional data sharing
 CA DOJ E-CARS Plus (MACR and UCR)
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